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Quality is a crucial aspect of the supply chain in our business. Ensuring that all components of the supply 
chain meet a certain level of quality results in increased customer satisfaction, repeat business, and a 
positive reputation for BMTS and their suppliers. 
 
To maintain quality in the supply chain, BMTS has its dedicated supplier selection process (sourcing 
process) where suppliers are categorized in SPG Levels (Supplier Panel Gate). Each SPG Level results 
from achieving certain requirements, 
whereof the base requirement 
(SPG0) is a signed non-disclosure 
agreement and a certification 
according to ISO 9001. To gain a 
higher SPG Level and thus better 
chances to be involved in new 
projects of BMTS, we expect our 
suppliers to be also certified 
according to IATF 16949, ISO 14001 
and ISO 45001.  
 
  
Communication between suppliers 
and BMTS should be clear and 
consistent to prevent 
misunderstandings that could impact 
quality. To ensure this, contracts on 
quality (Quality Assurance Guideline 
“QAG”), the framework agreement 
and logistics (Logistic guideline) are 
agreed when a supplier is potentially 
joining our supply chain. 
 
 
 
 

Implementing quality control measures at different stages of 
the supply chain process can help to identify and rectify 
problems before they reach the end customer. BMTS requires 
from their suppliers several automotive standard processes 
and methods to monitor and obtain a safe ramp up. Own 
templates, procedures and supporting softwares are used in 
order to fulfill automotive standards. In each stage of the ramp 
up, we support our suppliers according to our “Ramp up Guide 
for purchased parts” which describes the process starting from 
early APQP phase, towards product and process approval 
(PPF & PPAP) until requalification of the agreed quality.  
During the release of the product and process, audits are 
conducted where the supplier must demonstrate their 
capabilities in their quality management and the conformity of 

the products within the agreed capacity and quality (Process Approval Audit “PAA”).  
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The whole ramp up process must be monitored with appropriate quality controls such as agreed 
capability studies (Cpk, Cmk, Cgk, GRR, etc.). Continual monitoring ensures that the process is under 

control, while identification of trends and patterns helps identify areas 
that need improvement.  
In case of deviations or claims, our suppliers must follow the guidelines 
set by the 8D problem-solving method. By taking over the experience 
within the process and product, suppliers must apply lessons learned 
techniques to recognize and minimize risks of failures which are 
considered in the FMEA.  
 
 

 
 
Additionally, BMTS works with suppliers to 
continuously improve their processes and 
products. This can lead to increased efficiency, 
lower costs, and improved quality. To monitor 
the supplier performance, we are using our 
“Supplier Scorecard” on all active suppliers, 
which gives us a performance overview in 
relation to our defined KPIs considering 
commercial, quality and logistic aspects. 
 
 
 
 
Our Supplier Risk Management (SRiM) is a systematic process for assessing, controlling and monitoring 
the risks associated with the quality of the product and their boundaries at the suppliers site. By 
identifying potential risks, we strive to reduce any chance for negative impacts on our products and 
pursue a zero defect rate. 
 
 
In conclusion, quality in the supply chain is a critical aspect of successful business operations. By 
implementing quality control measures, regularly auditing suppliers, and working towards continuous 
improvement, suppliers can ensure that the materials and products they produce meet established 
standards which results in high quality products and overall satisfaction towards customers. 
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